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Disclosure of Relevant
Financial Relationships
• The following faculty of this continuing 
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relationships with commercial interests to 
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– Melissa Merrick, LCSW, MSW

– Karen McIntire, PHR, SHRM-CP

Faculty
• Melissa Merrick, LCSW, MSW

– Executive Vice President of Primary Care, 
Southcentral Foundation 

• Karen McIntire, PHR, SHRM-CP
– Vice President of Workforce, Southcentral 

Foundation 
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Learning Objectives
• Define the core roles and responsibilities 

for SCF’s Integrated Care Teams

• Analyze the ways in which SCF worked 
with customer-owners to establish an 
integrated system 

Agenda
• SCF’s Integrated Care Teams Playbook 

documents the key steps for 
implementing Integrated Care Teams.

• This session will walk through the steps 
in the playbook and provide examples 
from SCF’s experience.
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QR Code for ICT Playbook 
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SCF Fast Facts
• Incorporated in 1982

• Employees
– 1987: 24 staff

– 2023: 2500

• Programs
– 2005: 51

– 2023: 95

• Serving 6500 Customer-Owners
– 2000: 14,856

– 2023: 65,000+
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$529 M

$3 M

1987 FY 2022

Operating Budget

History of Southcentral Foundation 
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1982
SCF established

1987
Assumed more of dental, optometry, 

and added behavioral health

1998
Assumed full management of 
the entire primary care system 

for our area 

1985
SCF took on its first contract 

(dental and optometry)

1994
Dental - first orthodontic clinic for 
Alaska Native children, assumed 

family medicine and 
psychiatric care

1999
Assumed ownership 

and 
co-management of 

services for the Alaska 
Native Medical Center
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About This Playbook
– SCF created the Integrated Care Teams 

(ICT) Playbook primarily as an internal aid 
in implementing and sustaining the care 
teams.

– SCF continuously improves and develops 
new programs.  Playbook supports change 
and innovation

– Describes how SCF implemented 
integrated care teams and provides tools 
you may use at your organization to 
achieve similar goals

– Worksheets are provided with practice 
based examples from SCF’s Nuka System 
of care

READI Model 
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R
• Reaching Understanding

E • Establishing Relationships

A
• Assessment of Gaps/Possibilities

D
• Develop and Implement Action Plan

I
• Integrate Solutions and Evaluate Results
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Step 1 – Reach Understanding
• Reach Understanding means to engage in initial conversations 

with relevant stakeholders. 
– Governance, community, and senior leadership, clinical and non-

clinical employees who will be the primary drivers of change, with the 
aim of establishing the direction and overall goal of the organizational 
change

• Pages 8-13
– Key points: anchor change to mission/vision

– Develop and buy-in for aim of work
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Step 1 “Try It” SCF Examples
• Governance and senior 

leadership involved in work 
sessions. 

• SCF depended on input from 
the community and based on 
that feedback, determined that 
large systemic change was 
needed

• Creating a clear and 
measurable aim statement for 
the system change
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Step 1 SCF Lessons Learned
• SCF had a strong mission and vision 

developed by governance and 
senior leadership and needed 
“guideposts” for change –
Operational Principles

• The process of listening to the 
customer is not a one-time 
occurrence, but continuous

– Listen, confirm understanding, 
develop actions, test change, collect 
feedback, share feedback, and 
repeat
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Step 2 – Establish Relationships
• Build relationships with the work 

team and other relevant 
stakeholders

– This establishes and reinforces (using 
relational tools) the groundwork for 
effectively moving improvements and 
initiatives forward. Relationships will form 
the basis for effectively moving the 
process of change forward.

• Pages 16 – 20 
– Key points:  establish project team, 

roles and responsibilities and 
project team charter 
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Step 2 – “Try It” SCF Examples
• Project Team Charter – ensuring 

membership included representatives 
from each discipline that the work 
touches

• We value the voice of employees who 
are customer-owners to provide their 
perspective as customer-owners in 
addition to their field of expertise “does it 
work for my family”

19

Step 2 SCF Lessons Learned
• Pay attention to relationships throughout 

the change process

• Project team should be strong with good 
relationships among members and 
outside the team

– This team will test changes, and “sell” the 
changes to the rest of the organization

• Project charter will change over time but 
should be clearly written with enough 
detail to share the story of the change 
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Step 3 – Assess Gaps & Possibilities 
• Pay attention to relationships 

throughout the change process

• Project team should be strong with 
good relationships among members 
and outside the team
– This team will test changes, and 

“sell” the changes to the rest of the 
organization

• Project charter will change over time 
but should be clearly written with 
enough detail to share the story of 
the change 
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Step 3 SCF “Try It” Examples
• Assess the current state of the organization

• Initially SCF’s focus was on primary care – decided to 
start with service with most customers.  Then SCF 
worked to improve and expand care offerings.  For 
example behavioral health
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Step 3 SCF Lessons Learned
• SCF had to deal with relics 

(people and processes) from 
the old system, and until buy-
in for the new system was 
achieved, it was difficult to 
make progress on 
improvements

• Managing change for people 
is a key competency for 
success
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Step 4 – Develop and 
Implement Action Plans
• Utilize improvement tools and 

work with relevant 
stakeholders and teams to 
identify, test (when 
appropriate), and implement 
changes that result in 
improvement

• Pages 36-90
– Key points: you must change 

everything, design to 
philosophy
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Step 4 SCF “Try It” Examples

• Core primary care team, roles and responsibilities 

• Workload balance – determining what the work was and 
who was doing it

• Empanelment and panel management

• Access – determining supply and demand
27

Step 4 SCF Lessons Learned
• Leadership visibility during 

implementation phase
• Core team members sit 

together in an open 
workspace and 
communicate constantly

• Data support
• Training support
• Human support 
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Step 5 – Integrate Solutions & 
Evaluate Results

– Identifying key activities and deliverables and 
assigning responsibility to keep the project team 
accountable and on track. In this phase, the project 
is seen through to conclusion.

– Pages 92-106 

• Key points:  not completed until it is the standard 
for how work is done.   
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Step 5 SCF “Try It” Examples
• Policies and procedures

• Onboarding and training

• Data mall

• Job descriptions

• Performance 
management
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Data, Data, Data..
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Step 5 SCF Lessons Learned
• Team dynamics and 

how differently teams 
can operate

• Documentation, such 
as CMS Cookbook
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Questions
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Melissa Merrick, LCSW, MSW

Melissa Merrick was born and raised in Colorado. She holds a master’s 
degree in social work and is a licensed clinical social worker and longtime 
leader at SCF. Since 2007, Merrick has played a key role in quality and 
clinical improvements in both SCF’s Medical and Behavioral Services 
divisions, including behavioral health integration, medication assisted 
treatment, and persistent pain management in primary care, rural, and 
specialty behavioral and medical clinics.

Melissa Merrick, Southcentral Foundation  scfnukaevent@scf.cc 907-729-6852
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Karen McIntire, PHR, SHRM-CP

.Karen McIntire joined Southcentral Foundation (SCF) in 1996. She plays a 
key supporting role in strategic planning and development. Karen is 
responsible for strategies of human resources programs related to 
recruitment and employment, compensation and benefits, employee 
relations, human resources information systems, learning systems 
throughout the organization and other associated programs. Karen played a 
key role in the application that led SCF to become a Baldrige award-winning 
organization. She is certified as a Professional in Human Resources. Karen 
is of Yup’ik-Unganan descent. She presents nationally and internationally on 
whole-system improvement, customer focus, workforce improvement, 
innovation, and SCF’s Nuka System of Care.

Karen McIntire, Southcentral Foundation  scfnukaevent@scf.cc 907-729-6852
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Evaluate This Session
• Download the ACHE 

365 mobile app

• Select Congress

• Go to My Schedule

• Find your session and 
click arrow at right

• Click Evaluate 
Session icon

QR Code for ICT Playbook 
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Thank You!
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